We provide a natural answer to Lewis Carroll's pillow problem of what is the probability that a triangle is obtuse, Prob(Obtuse). This arises by straightforward combination of a) Kendall's Theorem -that the space of all triangles is a sphere -and b) the natural map sending triangles in space to points in this shape sphere. The answer is 3/4. Our method moreover readily generalizes to a wider class of problems, since a) and b) both have many applications and admit large generalizations: Shape Theory. An elementary and thus widely accessible prototype for Shape Theory is thereby desirable, and extending Kendall's already-notable prototype a) by demonstrating that b) readily solves Lewis Carroll's well-known pillow problem indeed provides a memorable and considerably stronger prototype. This is a prototype of, namely, mapping flat geometry problems directly realized in a space to shape space, where differential-geometric tools are readily available to solve the problem and then finally re-interpret it in the original 'shape-in-space' terms. We illustrate this program's versatility by posing and solving a number of variants of the pillow problem. We first find Prob(Isosceles is Obtuse). We subsequently define tall and flat triangles, as bounded by regular triangles whose base-to-median ratio is that of the equilateral triangle. These definitions have Jacobian and Hopfian motivation as well as entering Kendall's own considerations of 'splinters': almost-collinear triangles. We find that Prob(Tall) = 1/2 = Prob(Flat) is immediately apparent from regularity's symmetric realization in shape space. However, Prob(Obtuse and Flat), Prob(Obtuse is Flat) and all other nontrivial expressions concerning having any two of the properties mentioned above, or having one of these conditioned on another, constitute nontrivial variants of the pillow problem, and we solve them all. * Dr.E.Anderson.Maths.Physics@protonmail.com
Introduction
: The triangleland sphere. Its poles E are each of the two labelling orientations of equilateral triangles, the meridians marked I are isosceles triangles and the equator C is where collinear configurations are located. The points labelled B are binary coincidences, for which two of the triangle's three points are superposed.
As one of his 'pillow problems' [1] , Charles Lutwidge Dodgson alias Lewis Carroll set what is the probability that a triangle is obtuse, Prob(Obtuse)?
In this paper, we consider using statistician David Kendall's conception of shape spaces [5, 14] . 2 In this approach, the probability distribution that one is to use is on shape space rather than on space; it is the uniform distribution on shape space. In Sec 2, we briefly recollect Kendall's observation that triangleland is a sphere if the vertices are labelled and mirror images are not identified (Fig 1) . The unlabelled mirror image identified version is an isosceles spherical triangle portion of the shape sphere, which is tessellated by [7, 20] 12 equal such regions corresponding to the different labellings and mirror image distinctions.
We furthermore highlight Jacobi coordinates [8, 32] as useful in setting up, and calculating withtin, Kendall's Shape Theory. In particular, we use Jacobi coordinates to find the equation of the right triangle boundaries of the shape sphere, which bound between obtuse and acute regions. The right angles turn out to form a cycle of three spherical caps, kissing in pairs along the equator. This already featured in the recent account [27] , and provides an answer of 3/4 to the pillow problem What we do in the current Paper is exploit further knowledge of the shape sphere, and Jacobi coordinates to move to and fro between shapes in space and points, curves and regions of the shape space, to pose and solve a number of further variants and analogues of the pillow problem. We also allude to making use of the Hopf map in the shape theory of triangles [23, 34] ; this enters the definition of regularity bounding our definitions of tall and flat triangles.
The above differential geometric technique moreover works more generally on further shape spaces [38, 43] , so that the current note's range of new problems and solutions is but the tip of the iceberg of shape-theoretic problems. The note will also likely be of interest as regards trying out other approaches used hitherto to propose solutions to the pillow problem on this range of variant and parallel problems, alongside comparison of the answers and methods [9, 10] . For now, we compute Prob(Isosceles is Obtuse), Prob(isosceles is Tall), and the probabilities of conditioning tall or flat on obtuse or acute (and vice versa). [From our definition of tall and flat, it is clear that Prob(Tall) = 1/2 = Prob(Flat); moreover it is geometrically clear that tall-or-flat is not independent of acute-or-obtuse.] See [37, 38] for further demonstration of the power and versatility of this method.
The space of triangles is a sphere
With the foresight of familiarity with some Differential Geoemtry and a bit of 3-body problem kinematics, we note that the configuration space for 3 particles in 2-d can be arrived at by reduction (or quotienting), and finally coning, as follows.
This occurs by, firstly, passing to centre of mass frame, which is recognizably R 4 by passage to relative Jacobi coordinates' [8] diagonalization. Secondly, quotienting out scale by the usual realization of S 3 within R 4 (in this context known as Kendall's preshape sphere map [5] ). Thirdly, applying the Hopf map [2] (which is furthermore bundle-theoretically significant). Fourthly, re-installing the scale in the standard topological and geometric cone construct (see e.g. [16, 31] ). Note that this is what correspondis to treating the triangle's three vertices -a constellation of three points -as primary (rather than e.g. alotting primary or material significance to its edges or to viewing its interior as a lamina). the cross denotes the centre of mass of particles 2 and 3. d) Coordinates not depending on the absolute axes either: the relative Jacobi speration magnitudes ρ 1 , ρ 2 and the angle between them; Φ To finally not depend on the scale, take the ratio ρ 2 /ρ 1 of the Jacobi magnitudes alongside this angle. On the shape sphere, Φ plays the role of polar angle and the arctan of this ratio plays the role of azimuthal angle.
All of this can moreover be formulated in simple algebraic terms within the reach of high-school mathematics. Firstly, passage to the centre of mass involves replacing point-or-particle positions q I (Fig 2.a) by their differences r IJ (known as the relative Lagrangian separation vectors, and drawn in Fig 2.b) . These are moreover not all independent, as r 13 = r 12 + r 23 . So upon eliminating one of these, we find that 3 I=1 m I q 2 I contains cross-terms, q I · q J for I = J There are however linear combinations of r 12 and r 13 for which these vanish, which can be determined by solving a pair of linear simultaneous equations. [If one is in the know, one can rephrase this as diagonalization, and these linear combinations produce what are known as relative Jacobi coordinates.] This gives (Fig 2. c)
One can finally tidy up by mass-weighting these linear combinations R i , i = 1, 2, to
The µ 1 and µ 2 here are just obtained in the manner of reduced masses, to be 1/2 and 2/3 respectively.
It is then straightforward to realize a 3-sphere within this flat 4-d space: the on-3-sphere condition
is satisfied by identifying the ρ iA and w, x, y, z with any sign in any order. But the problem in hand is how to realize S 2 in flat 4-d space in a manner which makes 'equable use' of all its coordinates. Without geometric foresight, this is not easy to guess. What one does know is how to realize a sphere equably in flat 3-d space: the on-(2-)sphere condition
So one way forward is to find an equable expression for X, Y , Z in terms of w, x, y, z. We understand 'equable' in flat Euclidean geometry to mean 'made out of dot and cross products of the underlying space, here 2-d flat space' -invariants -as well as 'making equable use of x, y, z, w'. Let us search for this starting with linear functions and working upward. No linear functions are forthcoming, but such quadratic functions can be found. Namely,
where the 3 stands for 3-component of this cross-product. These quantities can readily be checked to obey 5. [The geometer who has studied as far as fibre bundles would however know that the Hopf map provides these quadratic functions rather than having to search for such. But searching for such will result in their eventually being found, especially if starting at linear order and working upward as present in the above argument. This inefficiency is a price to pay for those solely knowing elementary mathematics.]
One then substitutes the on-sphere condition into the flat-space arc-length to obtain an on-sphere arc-length. One can first practise this in ordinary 3-d space, showing how it gives
which one can recognize as the angular part of the familiar spherical polar coordinates expression. One can also intuit that a pure-shape (no-scale) formulation is solely in terms of ratios, and thus involve say the (mass-weighted relative Jacobi separation) ratio
in one's working of substituting the on-sphere condition into the 4-d arc element on the flat space of the ρ ia . One then arrives at
including by use of plane polar coordinates now applied to R as radius.
The outcomes are that the space of pure-shape triangles is S 2 with standard spherical metric -Kendall's shape sphere [5, 14] , and that the space of scaled triangles is topologically R 3 but with a metric that is not flat (it is however conformally flat [6] ). The working moreover relates standard spherical coordinates on the shape sphere to the underlying relative Jacobi coordinates (or, more laboriously, to the position coordinates). These take the form
and
a 'Swiss-army-knife' angle as per Fig 2.d ). This gives a shape-in-space to shape space map. This is another point at which the more trained geometer has advantage: they could well spot that this is a standard sphere line element in stereographic coordinates. But those armed with just high school mathematics could arrive at this result by trial and error as well, by going through their small recommended list of useful trigonometric substitutions. For indeed the more widely useful and reknown tan θ 2 substitution does the trick, here in the form of
High-school mathematics readers can still furthermore less check that this has the right range 0toπ to be a spherical azimuthal angle, and that this transformation indeed reduces the line element to
The above combination of elementary moves, including two systematic searches by trial-and-error, permit even those with just high-school mathematics to deduce that the space of all triangles is a sphere. They would moreover do so in a manner whose hardest steps -the two trial and error workings -would recur if they were to progress on to university-level courses in geometry.
We present this in this pedagogical and very accessible manner since it is a very interesting result that is in fact accessible to a very large swathe of the population. This aspect of the shape theory of triangles and its use in the solution of Lewis Carroll's pillow problem is far from apparent in Kendall's own treatise, or in Edelman and Strang's large paper [27] containing the first sshape-theoretic derivation of Prob(Obtuse) = 3/4. Moreover, the current paper goes on to show that the pillow problem is not only widely accessible but widely generalizable as well, while retaining many or all of its accessible features (depending on which generalizations). Thus it is pedagogically important: a widely accessible prototype of a novel and much more far-reaching technique.
3 Where some simple notions of triangles reside on the shape sphere
The previous section's spherical coordinates have a double collision B at their North pole. There are three possible such, corresponding to which point-or-particle does not participate in the collision.
In this coordinate system, the Greenwich bimeridian Φ = 0, Φ = π is where the collinear configurations reside. This moreover picks out the plane in which all three B's reside (at 2 π/3 to each other by symmetry), so this bimeridian of collinearity is shared by all three of these coordinate systems. This reflects that being collinear is itself a labelling-indpendent property.
One also finds that the equilateral triangle E, and its mirror image labelled version E, are at the points Θ = π/2 and Φ = π/2, 3π/2 respectively. Again, these are shared between all three clusters.
One can then indeed define new rotated spherical coordinates such that E is at the North pole, with one of the B's now playing the role of second axis. Then the equilateral triangles are at the poles, and the collinear triangles form the equator.
From this new perspective, the bimeridians through the B-points correspond to the three labellings of isosceles triangles. The features mentioned so far in this section are marked on Fig 1. The points opposite the B's on these are such that the third point-or-particle is at the centre of mass of the other two. These configurations -let us denote them by M for 'merged', referrring to one subsystem being at the centre of mass of the other -can also be thought of as the most uniform collinear configurations.
The circles of rightness
Here is a new and extremely mathematically straightforward method for finding where the right triangles are in shape space. It hinges on the insight afforded by use of relative Jacobi coordinates. Proof Evoke the very well-known Theorem that the angle subtended by a diameter of a circle is right (this goes back to Euclid, at least). In the case of a right triangle's circumcircle (Fig 3.a) , the hypotenuse is a diameter and its corresponding median is a radius. Thus, hypotenuse : median = diameter : radius = 2 : 1. 2
Corollary 1
The hypotenuse and its corresponding median are moreover Jacobi magnitudes, so this translates to
Corollary 2 Furthermore,
Repeat for each cluster to obtain three cap-circles, each centred on the corresponding M-point and equatorially kisses the other two at the B points. This is sketched in 
Solution of the Pillow Problem and its Isosceles counterpart
Let us establish that the regions not inside these caps are acute, most intuitively from the equilateral triangles E residing at the poles. Convrsely, the interiors of the caps are the obtuse triangles. This is commeasurate with there being three ways a labelled triangle can be obtuse.
Each cap contributes an area (or more basically, surface of revolution) integral 
So the three caps between them contribute an area of 3 π. On the other hand, the area of the whole 2-sphere is 4 π, so we have proved the following Theorem.
Theorem 1
Thus also complementarily
Note that this answer applies upon interpreting the question's probability distribution to be the uniform one on the corresponding shape space, as equipped with the standard spherical metric that Kendall showed to be natural thereupon. The uniqueness of this metric is furtherly intuitively obvious from its being induced as a quotient of a simpler structure (position space or relative space: flat spaces), or from its arising correspondingly by reduction of the corresponding mechanical actions.
Also note that 3/4 is in fact one [10] of the more common answers to Lewis Carroll's pillow problem though now obtained on shape theoretic premises. Edelman and Strang [27] recently obtained this result along shape-theoretic lines, though the above has further detail and additionally phrases this working using only elementary calculus and algebra.
See also Guy [9] for various other answers' values for Prob(Obtuse).
Portnoy [10] moreover asks for a general principle behind the methods sharing the answer 3/4. Shape Theory as per above surely provides a principle, though whether all known methods which yield 3/4 can be shown to follow from this shape-theoretic principle is left as a good topic for a further paper.
The above approach to the pillow problem moreover readily generalizes to investigation of a number of other questions about triangles (or 3-constellations), in the current Paper and in [37] , and quadrilaterals (or 4-constellations) [38] . Some of these matters require one or both of less trivial curves or submanifolds of shape space on the one hand, or of less simple and well-known shape spaces than (pieces of) spheres on the other. Fully exploiting the shapes-inspace to shape-space correspondence thus transcends to an exercise in mapping 'flat geometry in space' problems to Differential Geometry problems. In this light, the Author views the shape-theoretic solution of Lewis Carroll's pillow problem as a simple prototype for a much wider class of problems and solutions.
A plausible explanation for there being no shape-theoretic answer prior to [27] is that Shape Statistics started by considering instead the approximately collinear triangles, and was not systematically treated as regards where the detailed types of triangles lie within shape space. While work in dynamics and quantization did start to consider such detail [20] , this was initially preoccupied with geodesic motion and Cartesian axis systems, whereas the cap-circles of rightness are neither great circles nor involved in setting up Cartesian axis systems.
Let us end by posing a further problem that requires no further definitions, namely, what is
Prob(Isosceles is Obtuse) ? (20) 6 Regular, Tall and Flat Triangles
The other problems given in the current paper stem from introducing regular, tall and flat triangles.
Definition 1 A triangle is regular -denoted R -with respect to a given cluster labelling choice if the partial moment of inertia of its base is the same as that of its median. This is equivalent to the two relative Jacobi magnitudes in question being the same. Moreover, removing the massweightings, one sees that the median is √ 3/2 times the base, which is the equilateral triangle's particular proportion. Furthermore, regularity is for any Φ rather than just for the Φ = π/2 case of the equilateral triangle itself.
Definition 2 A triangle is tall -denoted T -with respect to a given cluster labelling choice if the partial moment of inertia of its median exceeds that of its base.
Definition 3 A triangle is flat -denoted T -with respect to a given cluster labelling choice if the partial moment of inertia of its base exceeds that of its median. We denote C ∩ R by H here: the 'halfway configuration; see [32, 34] for more about H.
In the shape sphere, we note that the regular triangles form three bimeridians about the poles of equilaterality, equally spread out at 2 π/3 to each other by symmetry like the bimeridians of isoscelesness were. Three R bimeridians are moreover at π/6 to the I bimeridians, so the shape sphere is divided into 12 segments (and cut in half perpendicularly by the equator of collinearity: Fig 5) . Moreover, each I bimeridian has a perpendicular R bimeridian; the directions perpendicular to each of these form a second and third axis mutually perpendicular to E. This set of 3 axes, moreover, corresponds to the Hopf quantities playing the role of Cartesian axes in the surrounding 3-space. In [20, 34] , the axis perpendicular to R is termed ellipticity, and that perpendicular to I anisosceleness. The axis perpendicular to C, pointing along the E direction, is more widely called area, though to match the other Hopf quantities, it turns out that one needs to consider 4 × mass − weightedarea per unit moment of inertia. See [35] for further insight into the nature of ellipticity and anisoscelesness.
For now, we note another motivation for introducing tall, flat and regular concepts, namely the interest in very tall and very flat triangles -'splinters' -in the modelling of approximate collinearity by e.g. David Kendall [7] . See [36] for further theoretical development of splinters.
It is moreover clear in shape space from the bimeridians of regularlity running along the line of reflection symmetry of the minimum cell in shape space (the 1/6th hemisphere bounded by arcs of isoscelesness and collinearity) that
So introducing tallness and flatness by themselves do not prompt further interesting variants of the pillow problem. Statements combining tallness or flatness with isoscelesness or with acuteness and obtuseness, however, do make for interesting variants, as follows.
Regular, Tall and Flat Pillow Problems
Given that we know Prob(Obtuse) and Prob(Flat), the following four probabilities have only one degree of freedom between them, so they form a connected quadruple of pillow problems, as follows.
What are Prob(Acute and Tall), Prob(Acute and Flat), Prob(Obtuse and Tall), and Prob(Obtuse and Flat)?
Upon evaluating these, we can furthermore answer conditioned questions along the following lines. Finally
Solution of the new generic problems
Let us use 'generic' of non-collinear triangles that are not isosceles or regular; in shape space, these are interior region points rather than on any specialized arcs or intersections thereof.
Rotate the shape sphere so M is at the pole and E is pointing perpendicularly out of the page (Fig ) Use the ES M axis system. Then the plane the semi-meridian of rightness R lies in is
Convert to the corresponding spherical polar coordinates to obtain the equation of this semi-meridian to be
Some other useful forms for this expression are
Combining (26) and (16),
is at
The desired area to solve one -and thus the linked quadruple of pillow problem variants -is
Moreover, using the definitions of cos and tan in the notation of Fig 6 alongside Pythagoras' Theorem,
So setting o = cosec φ and a = √ 3,
which further rearranges to √ 3 2
So using the substitution
the second term in the integrand becomes just dw
by which So using
we obtain
gives a simpler expression,
Because this turns out to be the simplest of the 4 expressions, we accord it a symbol τ and express the other three probabilities in terms of it:
Prob
While Prob F ∠ is not itself the simplest expression, re-expressing everything in terms of this gives a slightly simpler set of four expressions, so we accord this the symbol α. In terms of this,
Prob F
There is moreover a further parameter in terms of which these expressions become manifestly symmetric. This is conceptually the departure from independence
of random variables A and B, which has a unique value for 2 × 2-value discrete bivariate joint distributions. For the current paper's example, this unique value is (using δ for δ(A, B) as this causes no ambiguity)
In terms of this,
As regards numerical values of these for ease of comparison of which of these four types of triangle are most probable,
So Prob T \ is the most probable and Prob T ∠ is the least probable, in approximately a 6: 1 ratio (5.710 : 1).
We also have
Solution of the new restricted problems
Let us use 'restricted' to mean non-generic. The cases considered in particular concern assuming a property that is restricted to lie on an arc (or collection of arcs) on the shape sphere. 
using that I ⊥ is 
is obvious by reflection symmetry.
Thirdly, as regards regular triangles being acute or obtuse,
Choose parametrization by θ, so we use the form 
Conclusion
We are now in possession of a considerable body of shape-theoretic results [14, 21, 29, 30, 23, 32, 33, 34, 38, 42, 43] .
Therein, topological and differential geometric methods open many doors as regards the study of figures in a wide range of geometries. The current paper illustrates this for triangles in similarity geometry, whereas the last six references above entertain this for a wider range of problems in similarity and affine geometry. This range of problems will be commented on further here as further preprints on this subject appear over the next few months.
